IMPACT RECOVERY SYSTEMS
IN-STREET PEDESTRIAN SIGN
REPLACEMENT PARTS GUIDE

- R-MP2-CAP
- R-AHW-CW
- R-AHW-CB-3
- R-AHW-HEX
- R-AHW-NHEX
- C-SA-BL1-2Q
- C-PED-42WC-RK (INCLUDES HEX SCREWS)
- C-PED2-PNL-0YF-RK (YIELD STYLE)
- C-PED2-PNL-0SF-RK (STOP STYLE)
  (SET OF TWO INCLUDES SIGN HW)
- R-AHW-CWTN (THREE TOTAL)
- C-PED2-PNL-0YF-RK (YIELD STYLE)
  (SET OF TWO INCLUDES SIGN HW)
- R-AHW-CW (THREE TOTAL)
- R-AHW-CB-3 (THREE TOTAL)
- BS-SMQB (QUICK RELEASE)
- BS-SMFB (FIXED STYLE)
- BS-P1Q

STATE LAW
STOP
FOR
WITHIN CROSSWALK
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